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Automation is here to stay…but what
about your workforce?
Preparing your organization for the new
worker ecosystem
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Introduction

Humans first began dreaming about the possibility of robots or mechanical servants as far back as
Homer in the Iliad. It’s not known whether Leonardo da Vinci actually tried to build the mechanical knight
he sketched around 1495, but across cultures and throughout time, there have been many accounts of
humanity’s desire to create robotic versions of ourselves, whether purely as entertainment or for more
practical reasons.
Certainly, over recent decades, robots have eased our burden in performing mundane and/or dangerous
tasks—from the spelling and grammar checkers in word processing programs to military drones. Some
of these applications are universally beneficial, others less so—and much of it has a tendency to inspire
a wide range of emotions, from curiosity to fear. Especially about our future career prospects. Are we
making ourselves irrelevant? Just some of us? How quickly? Who decides?
This uncertainty is natural. We’re only human, after all.
And now, with accelerating technological advancement, it’s clear we are on the cusp of a new age—of
machine learning, machine doing, and ultimately true artificial intelligence (AI). It’s a pivotal point in history
that presents both opportunities and challenges. And arguably, the most significant economic and
social impact will be on labor—how work gets done and by whom. Because the future of work is hardly
just about technology: it’s about leveraging exponential technologies to empower our workforce and
accelerate business growth, as we enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution. In this new era, the shift from
basic digitization to innovation based on combinations of technologies is forcing companies to re-examine
how they do business.1
What does this mean? Concerning labor, at least, companies that fail to develop an ecosystem of
both human and virtual (e.g., robotic) resources will be at risk of missing efficiency and engagement
opportunities that can lead to stagnation—or, worse, obsolescence. The workforce of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution, in other words, will not be restricted to permanent employees supplemented by
contractors. Organizations will increasingly depend on crowdsourcing, freelancers, and the full spectrum
of automation, beginning with robotic process automation (RPA) (see Figure 1).
In fact, we believe the importance of automation is only going to increase for the organizations of the
future, given automation’s promise of better service, cost containment or reduction, reduced errors, and
so on. Not everyone is as optimistic, of course, and some even caution that we are entering an era of everwidening gaps in equality and rising social tensions. We think that outcome is possible, but unlikely—as
long as we continue to have the courage to think before we act and to make decisions based on a balanced
view, to adequately prepare our workers, and to future-proof our organizations.
In summary, RPA can be used as a tool to increase engagement and satisfaction, and is an enabler of
ongoing transformation that touches upon many dimensions in the workforce. It therefore needs to be
connected to a broader talent strategy, and companies will need to change their operating models to
maximize value. Simply put, the benefits of RPA easily transcend headcount and cost reduction.
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Figure 1. Robotic and cognitive technologies
Automated processing

Cognitive insight and learning

Cognitive engagement

Robotic process
automation (RPA)

Natural language
generation (NLG)

Intelligent
‘Chat-bots’

•• Used for rules-based, simple to
complex processes

•• Converts data into natural
language text

•• Automates natural language
interaction via digital channels
online or by voice

•• Example: Generates form letters,
writes stories based on data

•• Can learn from individual
customers and across segments

Machine
learning

•• Example: Provides Tier 1 support
such as call centers

•• Learns from cause and effect/
advanced root cause analysis

Intelligent
assistance

•• Enables:
–– Faster handling time
–– Higher volumes
–– Reduced errors and costs
•• Example: Processes credit card
applications, based on predefined rules

Unstructured data
conversion and natural
language processing (NLP)
•• Asks questions to find patterns
or convert unstructured data

•• Provides retrospective or live
insight, forecasting, certain
decision making
•• Example: Predicts performance,
forecasts financials, detects
misconduct

•• Learns from new stimuli, evolves
as new scenarios are presented
•• Facilitates augmented intelligence
•• Example: Prevalent in medical
diagnosis, pharma R&D

•• Example: Turns emails, contracts
into structured data
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Rise of the machines

Far from being the popular conception of a walking, talking “auto-bot,” RPA is simply a software solution
that mimics a variety of rules-based, repeatable processes that don’t require real-time creativity or
judgment. RPA can perform the rules-based, “swivel chair” processes without interruption, quicker than
humans can, with reduced chances for both error and fraud. In short, by “taking the robot out of the
human,” people are freed up to take on higher-value work.
History has shown that automation tends to create more jobs than it destroys,2 as human skills become
more critical in monitoring, decision making, interpreting, and delivering insight and service to customers.
A classic example is the introduction of ATMs. Prior to implementation, there was outcry over potential
job losses as machines would be replacing bank workers. The outcome, however, was the opposite: hiring
actually increased in the average banking organization. In essence, RPA empowers people to increase
their individual value, connect more fully with the purpose and strategy of their organizations, and
to reach markets that limitations on capacity and mobility had previously kept out of reach. Although
RPA is expected to make certain jobs effectively redundant (e.g., office and administrative support, IT
maintenance, and clerical corporate finance), it will also create new ones and enable sales and service
professionals to spend more time with clients.
Many studies have predicted the impact that RPA will have on employment. One recent study predicted
that RPA will replace 16 percent of jobs by 2025.3 However, many organizations believe that average
attrition of 7.3 percent,4 coupled with retiring Boomers5 and the expansion of the “gig economy,” in which
people choose freelance work over full-time employment, will balance most of these reductions. While
some argue that RPA poses a significant threat to lower-paid workers, it could actually lead to stronger
employee satisfaction and engagement. Early findings from a recent RPA deployment implemented in
the credit card fraud and chargebacks department of a financial services company hinted a significant
increase in their employees’ satisfaction, though research is still underway to show how this truly impacts
employees. Some studies suggest that as many as 50 percent of the activities performed by a given
employee are mundane, administrative, manual-labor-intensive tasks that are less than satisfying. These
are an ideal fit for RPA (see Figure 2). In summary, we believe that while some people will be negatively
impacted, just as ATM implementation affected branches in the last century, there will be different jobs in
the future that leverage different skills.
Still, while 32 percent of companies are prepared for RPA’s technology
implications, only 12 percent are prepared for the people implications6.
Our own research backs this up: only 17 percent of respondents to
Deloitte’s 2017 Global Human Capital Trends survey say they are ready
to handle a workforce consisting of people, robots, and AI working side
by side7. As many as 60-70 percent of transformations fail due to poor
change management.8

While 32 percent of companies
are prepared for RPA’s technology
implications, only 12 percent are
prepared for the people implications.
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Governance tasks

Business Tasks

Figure 2: Some processes are ideally suited to RPA
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Gather and collate
information

•• Data search and retrieval (internal and external secure site access)
•• Data collation and aggregation/consolidation
•• Data mapping and verification/validation

Validate and
analyze

•• Error pattern analysis and identification
•• Unstructured data collation and analysis
•• Optical character recognition-enabled natural language data review
•• Recipient data entry and logging

Record data

•• Multiple interface data entry
•• Archive metadata and information

Gather and collate
information

Orchestrate and
manage

Transport and
communicate

Report

•• Automated calculations
•• Rules-based decision making
•• Analysis and document or report production

•• Intelligently allocating work between robots (load balancing)

RPA is best
suited for
processes that
are repetitive,
rule-based, less
ambiguous,
and largely
exception-free

•• Task allocation and exception handoff processing
•• Straight-through processing by combining robots together
•• Data migration and testing (one-one; one-many; many-one;
many-many)
•• Automated notifications to staff, suppliers and customers

•• Automated reporting on robotic activity and performance
•• Supports detailed analysis of process performance

In order to best integrate RPA into your broader strategic objectives, it is important to consider RPA as part of
ongoing change across many dimensions in the workforce.
In short: Understanding how RPA will affect your existing workforce, and coupling delivery with appropriate
change management and organizational design are critical steps for organizations looking to make the leap.
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Planning for deployment

RPA represents an opportunity to accelerate business strategy and maximize both growth and
organizational performance through the automation of select processes and the redeployment and/or
removal of excess capacity. As with any large-scale business transformation, the implementation of RPA
should be considered holistically, covering business strategy, people strategy, process, and technology
(see Appendix for details). Implementation is also very agile, so these elements should be managed in
parallel to drive synchronicity.
However, unlike more traditional transformations, RPA does come with a couple of unique and significant
nuances, namely (1) the iterative nature and speed at which the technology is deployed and (2) the extent
to which the technology is like a human, with the usual needs for orientation, training, and so on.
Indeed, when preparing for an RPA implementation of any magnitude, it’s crucial to develop an iterative
change management approach right from the start. Regardless of the scale of the implementation,
employees will fear disruption and job loss. You have to be clear on process and intent, even in the
absence of definitive answers, so that changes happening on the ground make sense to all employees.
This includes gaining leadership alignment on business case and vision, establishing a clear governance
structure, understanding stakeholders and the ways in which they support or resist the transformation,
considering the impacts on culture and organization design, and crafting a top-down communications
and engagement plan. RPA is still relatively new to most stakeholders; therefore, key messages explaining
what it is and what it is not are crucial both to building trust in the organization—and to the success of the
transformation.
RPA deployment, moreover, can span across departments, leading to ambiguity on program ownership.
Leadership alignment and readiness for the shift is therefore important to address early on. And
because the program will require a center of expertise and centralized governance model, with clear
accountabilities and strong executive sponsorship, finance, IT, risk, compliance, HR (including labor
relations when organized labor is a factor), procurement (if implications to outsourcing contracts are
anticipated), and executive leadership should all be at the table.

In order to ensure alignment between your automation strategy and your broader
corporate strategy, leadership needs to be fully aligned not just on business case financials,
but also on workforce considerations.
In short: RPA requires changes to the broader talent management strategy and operating
model to maximize value and realize the benefits.
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Getting ready: Your RPA deployment checklist
When preparing to deploy RPA, be sure to do the following:
Check for leadership alignment at the top. Not just theoretical alignment, either, but actual agreement
on accountabilities around how employees will be handled, the goals of the implementation (quantified by
business case), timelines, and resources.
Identify change champions. These are leaders who will be the face of the transformation and therefore will
either make it or break it. Empowering these change champions on process selection, organizational design,
key messages, and talent can prevent last minute scrambles and potential risks down the road.
Clearly articulate alignment between automation strategy and corporate strategy. While disruption
and transition is rarely easy, when employees understand how the initiative links to overall strategy (e.g.,
better service, cost cutting, revenue enhancement) and how they will benefit, they will be more inclined to
move quickly along the change curve.
Orient your workforce to the future-state. Employees will have to know how to operate in the new
environment. Thinking through a training strategy that focuses on continuous improvement and includes
both technical training (e.g., change management, program management, automation management)
and leadership development (e.g., genuinely “human” skills like empathy and persuasion) will help the
organization manage through and sustain the change.
Be clear about staff transition, re-deployment, and/or release. In other words, you need to know what
you’re going to tell Sally when she asks if she will lose her job. It’s not an easy question, and it shouldn’t be.
After all, we’ve established that people are not robots and have powerful feelings. But if leaders are aligned,
HR is engaged, and a change management plan is in the works from the outset, organizations will be much
better prepared to answer the question, even if definitive answers are not immediately available.
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Activating your new
worker ecosystem
Of course, creating “agile” organizations has long been a focus of business leaders, with 92 percent
wanting to bring people closer to customers, increase the speed of innovation, and improve employee
empowerment and engagement. RPA can be a powerful enabler of these objectives9; however,
organizational design must be considered alongside implementation.
In our recent global survey of human resource professionals, 65 percent of respondents saw RPA as an
operating model play, enabling the introduction of a “digital workforce” that predominantly handles purely
transactional activities10. The implementation of RPA at scale will require new organizational structures
(e.g., centralized and decentralized automation teams and accountabilities, disbanding or displacement of
certain functions, etc.) as well as adaptation to existing ones (e.g., changes in department scope and team
agility).
And while some functions and roles will change significantly or disappear altogether, new roles will emerge,
such as “robot controller” to manage scheduling and process monitoring and “process robotics developer”
to maintain modelled processes when applications change and to be the robot controller’s first point of
contact in the case of problems or other issues. (See more details and examples in Figure 3.)
Figure 3. New roles and responsibilities with RPA

1

Robot controller

2

•• ‘Manager of the robots’ and primary point of contact
•• Takes care of the scheduling of the robots, monitors processing and
signals potential issues

2

Business user

3

Process robotics developer and maintenance

•• Employees that handle the exceptions generated by the robot

1

3

•• Maintains modelled processes in case of changes within applications
•• Is first point of contact for robot controller in case of issues

4

Technical application manager
•• Installs and maintains process robotics software (server/virtual desktop
infrastructure/local)
•• Maintains the system and security settings
•• Monitors if applications are running

5

4

5

Process robotics
vendor

•• Develops objects and processes within the process robotics application

Vendor support
•• Support in technical maintenance of the process robotics software and
high priority issues
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Since RPA will shift the way people work through defined processes,
organizational structures and roles will need to be designed with clear
accountabilities and outcomes in mind. But they must also remain sufficiently
nimble to pivot and respond to rapid change. Deloitte did a study with MIT in
2016 and found that 70 percent of business leaders believe they will need a
new mix of talent and skills in the future.11 With RPA, some of the things your
people have been doing will no longer be required of them, whereas some
new things will be—and they’ll tend to be things that humans can still do
better than machines. Skills like perception and manipulation, creativity, social
interaction, and social intelligence will become more and more critical both for
leaders and for employees, as these are the skills most difficult to automate.12
Emerging roles, moreover, will require a whole new set of capabilities and
connection points: any leader, for instance, leading a team that includes RPA
would need to have some level of technical literacy to be able to manage the
virtual workforce.
Headcount may also change, depending on how automation continues to
be deployed and how teams evolve. A workforce plan that links strategy
and work to workforce impacts across physical proximity, automation level,
talent category, and economic impact (i.e., impact to organization’s financials,
resulting from changes to workforce composition) will be the basis of a revised
talent strategy. In this way, the plan will bridge the gap between vision, strategy,
and people to govern the number and capabilities of workers, the timing of
transition, and new talent acquisition.

New worker ecosystem deployment in
practice
The number and timing of full-time employee
(FTE) transitions will vary significantly depending
not just on organizational objectives, but also
local laws and regulations as well as existing
contracts.
A Deloitte team worked with a financial institution
in Europe to automate 15 processes over six
months. The processes were carefully selected
across the institution to ensure no complete
team would be impacted. In one department
where three selected processes were handled by
five FTEs, work remaining after RPA was
reallocated to three of those five. Meanwhile, the
fourth was redeployed to another department,
and the fifth was redeployed on a strategic
project within the same department. In another
case, implementation of 1,300 robots saw a
migration of 260+ processes over 16 months,
with a significant headcount reduction.

In order to realize the full value of RPA, it’s important that you take advantage of the other key benefits
— such as improved data quality and reduction of errors — which empower people to work with greater
efficiency and results.
In short: The benefits of RPA extend beyond cost reduction through headcount savings and provide a
long-term business advantage by moving people up the value chain.
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Future-proofing the workforce: Your activation checklist
According to the Deloitte 2017 Global Human Capital Trends report, 50 percent of leaders surveyed rate their
company as weak at aligning competency frameworks to account for new robotics and AI requirements, as well as at
redeploying employees replaced by these technologies and reskilling others to complement the new tools. Here are
some things to consider:
Re-envision corporate culture. A move to RPA will likely require a shift in working norms to enable effective
use of virtual teams, increase trust in technology, and the embracing of innovation and analytics. This can be
impossible to achieve without the right leadership interventions and sponsorship. Too often, organizational
resistance sets in.
Identify and close skills gaps. Based on the outputs of workforce planning, organizations will need to
reconcile the capabilities they have with the ones they’ll need, and then devise a plan to develop and/or
acquire the latter. An end-to-end review of the organization’s talent lifecycle, from recruitment through to
transition, will be required.
Manage change deliberately. It’s critical that employees understand any and all impacts to their roles
and how RPA will contribute to the bigger picture. All employees surrounding the RPA implementation (and
conceivably then some) will likely deal with one or the other of a role change, role elimination, or capability
change. A targeted transition plan (and a development plan for everyone else) that addresses each of these
types of change at the individual and department levels will mitigate unnecessary confusion and enable
a quicker arrival at “steady state.” It’s also important to plan for knowledge transfer and management,
particularly from those who will be leaving the organization.
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Sustaining the benefits

Once RPA has been deployed and workers have been transitioned to their
new roles or out of the organization, nimble progression to a steady state
is critical to reaping the benefits of the business case. This involves quickly
gathering feedback and ensuring continual improvement. Because of the
iterative and phased approach to process selection and deployment, change
will be constant.

Performance management and
recognition may need to be
adjusted to ensure leaders and
employees are incentivized to work
with the virtual workforce, instead
of around it.

As the virtual workforce stabilizes and the newly defined worker ecosystem
becomes the new normal, it’s important to continue to assess progress versus
cultural vision, planning for interventions to close any gaps, and refining
all aspects of the organization’s talent strategy and processes to be inclusive of all types of workers.
For example, recruitment practices may need to be updated to source and hire talent that will thrive
in the new culture. Learning and development may need to change to ensure employees and leaders
are prepared to work in hybrid teams and use their skills in more cross-functional ways. Performance
management and recognition may need to be adjusted to ensure leaders and employees are incentivized
to work with the virtual workforce, instead of around it.
The fact is that HR processes, programs, systems, and capabilities will quickly become irrelevant if
they are not adapted to the changing workplace. Shifting workforce planning and optimization from
temporary projects or specialized centers of expertise to core skills will be important as RPA and other
forms of automation become embedded in the ecosystem. HR may also become an “employer” of RPA
for processes that are repetitive and highly manual (e.g., on-boarding, severance calculations, service
delivery). Skills requirements will therefore shift not only to enable HR to better support the new
ecosystem but to function as RPA leaders as well. This will all require evaluating HR capabilities (demand
and supply) and re-tooling and re-training the HR function.

Finally, with this evolution of work, employee engagement will be redefined. Workers will continue to be
employees, yes, but they’ll also be contractors, crowds, and automated solutions. The line between talent
brand and customer brand is vanishing, and the imperative to create a common engagement platform for
all constituents touching the organization is only going to grow.

In order to sustain the benefits of your new worker ecosystem, it’s important to remember that
the journey doesn’t end when your first bots are in production.
In short: Talent strategies and processes will need to continuously evolve to adapt to the
ever-changing workforce.
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The future is here.
Are you ready?
A new world of work is upon us, but it’s not as scary as you think: Boomers are continuing to retire and
millennials—“digital natives” naturally comfortable with rapidly evolving technology—want variety of work
with purpose.13 For this generation and those to follow, taking the robot out of the human will ultimately
lead to higher engagement, performance, and innovation.
Companies that are not already considering RPA and other forms of automation as a component of a
broader worker ecosystem will miss significant opportunities for efficiency, quality enhancement, risk
mitigation, innovation, and, ultimately, growth.
As we embark on this transformation, there will be significant change in the way teams are structured,
how roles are defined, and the kinds of skills and capabilities required to execute and manage it all. While
training and education will foster more generalists who can work across functions and disciplines, we can’t
be blind to the fact that not all employees will benefit. It’s therefore critical that organizations get ahead
of the workplace and talent implications brought about by automation with robust change management,
organization, and people strategies that minimize negative disruption and ensure the best possible
outcomes.
After all, we’re only human.
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Appendix

Key pillars and considerations for creating a virtual workforce

Vision & strategy

•• Vision: Understanding your holistic objectives (process automation vs. virtual workforce) and
business levers for success – are you investing in RPA to reduce costs, foster growth, or both?
•• Mandate: Clearly defining the organization’s mandate & desired automation capabilities/
maturity (e.g., RPA, machine learning, cognitive, etc.)
•• Strategy: Defining your delivery model (e.g., centralized vs. decentralized), operating model
interactions, investment case & roadmap to design & deliver scalable robotics across the
organization

Policy & process
innovation

•• Process, policy & procedure innovation: Understanding the implications (risk & controls,
regulatory, compliance, audit, etc.) of robotics to existing business process, policies & procedures
and evolving the design
•• Business-as-usual support: Defining steady state support processes to manage robotics in
production as an organization looks to scale (e.g., incident management, release management,
quality control, etc.)
•• Business continuity: Preparing your organization to respond to unforeseen incidents once
processes are automated and in production (e.g., what happens when a robot “stops working”?)

Technology
augmentation

•• RPA infrastructure: Establishing an appropriate technology infrastructure that accounts for the
proper security model, identity and access management, and platform for virtual workers to function
•• Robot training and testing methodology: Developing the appropriate methodologies for “training”
a virtual workforce rather than testing it through a traditional systems development lifecycle or new
technology adoption
•• Disaster recovery and rollback: Ensuring the appropriate policies are put in place to enable
continued virtual workforce productivity, with appropriate controls for error detection, disaster
recovery and rollback

•• Workforce Planning and Talent Strategy: (see figure below) Translating business strategies into a workforce plan that
takes into account changes in the way work is done, not just changes in required employee demand

Workforce
transition/
organizational
effectiveness

•• Change management: Assessing stakeholder engagement, the change impacts and areas of risks that need to be
considered to successfully manage the change from proof-of-concept to full scale delivery
•• Culture and engagement: Defining the new ways in which work needs to get done, understanding how that differs
from current state, action planning to close gaps/achieve aspirational culture and measuring impacts on employee
engagement.
•• Organizational design: Understanding the future state human/bot interactions and implications to: organizational
design, changes to roles & responsibilities, spans of control, etc.

Workforce planning and talent strategy
Physical Proximity

Automation
Level
1

Linking strategy and
work

2

Talent
Category
Profiling the impact on
Workforces

3

Modelling economic
impact
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